The paper describes theoretical problems of ion focusing and acceleration in the high-intensity undulator linear accelerator (UNDULAC), where the accelerating force is produced by a combination of a radiofrequency field and undulator field. Both electrostatic and magnetostatic undulators are studied. The main factor limiting the beam intensity in the ion accelerator is space-charge forces. Three methods for increasing of the ion beam intensity in UNDULAC are discussed: (i) enlarging of the beam crosssection; (ii) acceleration of several beams in one RF structure; (iii) compensation of the space charge by acceleration of ions with different signs of the charge in the same bunch.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intensive particle beams with energy of 1-3 MeV are used in neutron generators and for external injection of neutrals in nuclear fusion reactors of TOKAMAK type. For these purposes, beams with high average current and very small emittance growth are required. For energy W > 1 MeV linear RF accelerator instead of the accelerator of Cockroft Walton Cascade type must be applied. Now, two principles of focusing and acceleration of low energy ions in resonant linear accelerators are well-known: 1) radio-frequency quadrupoles focusing (RFQ) and 2) alternating phase focusing (APF).
In UNDULAC there are no drift tubes .As a result, it is possible to use the methods for increasing of beam intensity, which can not be realized in RFQ and APF structures.
PARTICLE MOTION EQUATIONS
The motion equation of particle may be written, using
Where P = p + eA is the canonical momentum of the particle, A = A, + A, the overall vector potential of the RF- The energy increase AW on the length h is maximum, when B, II Bo or E, II E,. Therefore the choice of the magnetic (electrostatic) undulator type and its orientation depends on the RF-structure type [l] .
Efficient capture and bunching of the beam can be obtained by the adiabatic growth of the values of bv,o and e,,@ along the longitudinal axis and the corresponding increase of the undulator period h to maintain the beam synchronism with the combined wave field.
The choice of the functions b,, e, and bo, eo is not arbitrary because simultaneously with acceleration it is necessary to keep up the transverse focusing of the beam. In absence of the undulator, the transverse RF field can both focus and defocus the beam. The undulator without RF field can focus the beam. The combined field of the wave and the undulator accelerates particles in the longitudinal direction but defocusses them in the transverse direction.The total effect can be found only from the analysis of (4) The motion around an equilibrium trajectory is stable if the potential function has an absolute minimum. These conditions obtained have to be tested considering coupling resonances. It is important to study non-linear oscillations of the beam particles for specification of the transverse focusing conditions.
In a simple case the potential function has been found without considering higher harmonics of the RF field and undulator field. It is important to avoid beam flakmg when the beam interacts with the higher harmonics. Limitations imposed on the values of these harmonics specify the shape of the undulator poles, as well as the geometry of the electrodes that form the RF field.
THE RIBBON BEAM IN THE UNDULATOR
The current in the UNDULAC may be increased for the large cross-section beam. In the UNDULAC there is no drift tubes and the ribbon or hollow beams can be accelerated. Study of ribbon ion beam interaction with the RF-field in the plane electrostatic undulator was carried out in the papers [2-31. Here the electrostatic undulator is combined with the RF system forming the transverse electric field.The required field distribution is provided by a system of transverse electrodes mounted in the resonator and dc-isolated between each other. The periodic undulator field is provided by electrostatic potential, which is supplied across the adjacent pairs of electrodes.Simultaneously, RF potentials are delivered to the electrodes. So the same electrodes are used to generate both fields.
This accelerator (UNDULAC-E) is suitable for demonstration of capabilities of this new method. The condition for providing efficient capture, bunching and acceleration of ions were found in [2] . The influence of coupling resonances on the choice of the field amplitudes was analyzed. An effect of higher harmonics of the space field on the beam dynamics was investigated. Some methods of formation of the required fields configuration were described in [4] . Computer codes for description of the ribbon ion beam dynamics in real fields were developed and the respective calculations were performed. The simulation results were in good agreement with theoretical estimations. Design of the RF-accelerating structure that showed a possibility to create the UNDULAC-E with a plane electrostatic undulator was proposed and studied experimentally [ 31.
The electrostatic version of UNDULAC is preferable at small values of the injection energy (W = 30 KeV for the proton beam). In the case of high injection energy (W> 100 KeV for the proton beam) we can substitute the magnetostatic undulator for the electrostatic one. For UNDULAC-M, it is impossible to obtain the large crosssection area of the beam because of technical problems connected with formation of strong magnetic fields in large volumes occupied by the beam. However, there is an opportunity to accelerate more then one beam in the magnetic channel.
IV. SEVERAL BEAMS IN THE UNDULATOR
It is easy to accelerate the several beams in one RF structure of UNDULAC because there are no drift tubes. For UNDULAC-E, two (or N) ribbon beam could be accelerated if three (or N+1) rows of electrodes are used. For UNDULAC-M, there is too an opportunity to accelerate more then one beam in the magnetic channel. The task is to choose a special symmetry of the transverse radio-frequency and periodical magnetostatic fields. The RF system must be a small transverse size to be located inside the undulator. Therefore, it is preferable to use a shielded multielectrode line where transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves travel.
The geometrical size of RF structure and the magnetic undulator must be found to maintain several equilibrium trajectories simultaneously. If the axis of the magnetic undulator coincides with that of RF system and the beam is injected along it, equations (6) are validated automatically. If the later condition is not valid, an equilibrium trajectory exists only if the field amplitudes and their transverse gradients are connected by the relations This result may be used at a high value of the aperture of the accelerating channel because it allows to inject particles beyond the axis and to place the beam closer to the poles of the undulators, in order to increase the acceleration gradient.
The simple example of UNDULAC-M with shieldedpair electrodes was considered in the paper [6] . In the paper [6] it was shown that for an axially symmetric undulator and two electrodes of line the potential function (4) has two absolute minima. So, the focusing conditions are valid for two beams. The choice of optimum parameters for bunching and acceleration of two ion beams might be satisfied similarly to the case of one beam.
Acceleration of more than two beams is possible if more than two longitudinal electrodes are used. For N electrodes in the axially symmetric undulator it is possible to accelerate N beams, while in the plane magnetic undulator N-1 beams.
V. THE SPACE CHARGE COMPENSATION
Study of the possibility of simultaneous acceleration of both positive and negative ions with the identicial charge-tomass ratio in linear accelerators is great interest. The current limit of the ion beam can be substantially increased by using the space-charge compensation of positively H' (D' ) and negatively H-(D-) charged ions being accelerated simultaneously.
Let us consider the motion of positive and negative ions for a definite charge-to-mass ratio in UNDULAC. All the harmonics of RF field and the undulator field in the UNDULAC are asynchronous to the beam. After averaging over fast oscillations one can derive an expression for the effective potential function (4), (4a) that describes the averaged particle motion (3), (3a). The potential function U,,e depends on the particle charge squared, i.e. averaged motions of positive and negative charged ions are identical. It is important to note that both the main and high space harmonics have simular averaged influence on motion of the positive and negative ions. These ions will be within the same separatrix.
The averaged transverse trajectories R , -of positively and negatively charged ions and their focusing conditions coincide. Nevertheless, fast transverse oscillations f' +, -of these ions occur in anti-phase (F, = --F-) .
Usually, amplitudes of fast oscillations are comparable with the mean beam size. For the space-charge compensation it is important that the transverse separation of the oppositely charged beams will not be large. If such the beams with the equal current II+I = 11. 1 and the same initial emittances and velocities are injected into the accelerating channel, it is necessary at least that the difference between the mass center positions of the two beams is less then by 27.
The result of mutual space-charge compensation depends primarily on behaviour of mass centers of the beams. Coherent transverse stability of a two-component ion beam was studing using the dispersion equation. The analysis of dispersion equation for this case showed that dipole resonances for two-component beam are not observed in presence of external focusing.
Computer simulation of ,a two-component ion beam, consisting of H' and H-was, carried out by a macroparticle method in the paper [7] . The space-charge field was calculated from the 3D Poissori equation. The results of the numerial simulation of intense H' and H-beam dynamics confirm the analytical estimations.
VI. CONCLUSION
Theoretical and experimental studies of the UNDULAC showed a possibility to cre:ate a new type of ion linear accelerator. In this acceleratm there is no need in drift tubes.
As a result, it is possible not only to enlarge the beam crosssection, but also to accelerate several beams in one channel and to use the space charge compensation. Many examples of realization of the RF and the undulator fields can be suggested for increasing of the beam intensity. Such ion accelerators can be used for the neutron generators and the nuclear fusion reactor.
